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FLOORS
Qualities sought in floors are resilience, silence, ease of clftm&gf
durability, warmth, resistance to fire, reasonable cost, md beauty.
Floors that are to be covered with linoleum or carpet to the wall
need not be made of expensive materials.
Wooden floors are more common than any others, particularly
in small houses. Red or white oak, which is obtainable in several
grades, is probably best, but maple, birch, and beech also make
very hard floors. Pine is the most popular soft wood; cedar, fir,
hemlock, larch, redwood, tamarack, and spruce are also satisfactory.
The character of the house determines the type of wooden floor
to choose. Narrow hardwood boards suggest refinement, whereas
wide boards or even planks are better suited to less pretentious
types of furnishing. Interesting block floors are not uncommon.
Several procedures for finishing wood floors are used. One is
to scrape, sand, fill, stain, shellac or varnish, and wax. Floors are
often stained somewhat dark with walnut or a similar stain. Light-
colored floors are best with light-colored rugs and are useful in
dusty sections. Floors are sometimes painted rich dark colors,
such as dark green, dull blue, black, or Indian-red. Slippery floors
are a menace anywhere but particularly where there are children
or elderly persons.
Linoleum is resilient, durable, and easily cleaned. Pages 59 and
223. It is made of a mixture of cork flour, linseed oil, gums, color-
ing matter, and sometimes wood flour pressed while hot into burlap
backing. It is made plain, streaked (jaspe), or patterned. The
plain is most desirable, the jaspe next, and the patterned last. Pat-
terns may be attractive in bathrooms and kitchens; plain or jaspe
linoleums are best for dining rooms, bedrooms, or halls. Linoleum
makes a good surfacing for concrete floors.
Wood fiber blocks make effective floors. Cork tiles are resilient,
quiet, and good looking. Ceramic tiles, which wear well and clean
well, make excellent bathroom floors but are too cold and hard
for kitchens. Rubber tiles are resilient, quiet, and colorful, but
easily damaged by grease or oil. Among floor materials to be
investigated are terrazzo, Zenutherm, asphalt tile (page 422),
Unoflor, and other new products.

